ABSTRACT  Methodological challenges in studying sex steroid hormones in premenopausal women result from the existence of variation at three levels: among women from the same population, among menstrual cycles recorded for women at different times of the year, and among days of the same cycle. We partitioned, for a Polish rural population, the natural, nonpathological, variation in salivary progesterone concentrations (measured during 14 days of the luteal phase) into the intracycle component (which accounts for 65% of the total variation) and the among-cycle component (the remaining 35% of the total variation). Out of the among-cycle variation in salivary progesterone, as much as 46% is expressed as differences among individual women (interindividual component); the remaining 54% of variation is due to differences among cycles of individual women (intercycle, within-women component). Such intercycle variation is probably caused by a seasonality of agricultural workload and is much higher than in nonseasonal, industrial populations. We also used bootstrap analyses to generate heuristic recommendations for choosing sample sizes of the number of subjects, number of cycles per woman, and number of days per cycle. Studies in populations with seasonal lifestyles should rely on measurements of at least three cycles per woman. Given the substantial intracycle amplitude in hormone levels to reliably assess biologically and medically relevant variation in ovarian function, at least 7–8 days/cycle should be measured. Am. J. Hum. Biol. 20:35–42, 2008. © 2007 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

The assessment of sex steroid hormones in women is of crucial importance for many areas of human biology, behavior, reproductive health, and disease prevention. Levels of estradiol and progesterone are used to test hypotheses about evolution of female reproduction (Ellison, 2001; Jasienska, 2003), reproductive and behavioral ecology (Ellison, 2003b; Holman et al., 2004; Jasienska and Ellison, 1998, 2004; Vitzthum et al., 1994), cognition, and mate choice (DeBruine et al., 2005; Feinberg et al., 2006; Jones et al., 2005; Mead and Hampson, 1997; Pawlowski and Jasienska, 2005; Schultheiss et al., 2003; Sherwin, 2005; Williams, 1998). They are also focus of research as potential biomarkers of reproductive and systemic aging (Ferrell et al., 2005), risk of osteoporosis (Hillard and Nelson, 2003), and hormone-dependent cancers (Kaaaks et al., 2005; Noh et al., 2006; Pike et al., 1993).

However, population and clinical research on sex steroids faces challenges because of the existence of substantial variation in physiological parameters determining hormone concentrations (see also Himmelstein et al., 1990), both among individuals and within individuals. Variation in hormonal levels exists among populations, among women from one population, among different menstrual cycles of the same woman, and finally during menstrual cycles. First two types of variation are due to genetic, developmental, and adult lifestyle factors. For example, age-related variation results from the lowest steroid hormone levels characterizing women several years after the menarche and several years before the menopause, and highest levels between 25 and 35 years of age (Lipson and Ellison, 1992). However, even when cycles of women of similar age are compared often substantial differences in hormonal levels are apparent.

We hypothesize that populations should differ in the amount of exhibited variation in levels of ovarian steroid hormones, because the amount of expected variation should vary in relation to the lifestyles characterizing women in different populations. Nonindustrial populations experience pronounced seasonal changes in lifestyle (e.g., energy intake and energy expenditure) associated, for example, with agricultural workloads (Jasienska and Ellison, 1998; Jasienska and Ellison, 2004; Panter-Brick and Ellison, 1994). Consequently, such populations should be characterized by higher intercycle variation than interindividual variation. In contrast, urban populations, without seasonal changes in lifestyle, should exhibit higher interindividual variation than intercycle variation. Relatively low intercycle variation in progesterone levels among cycles of individual woman have been reported by the previous studies (Gann et al., 2001; Lenton et al., 1983; Sukalich et al., 1994) of urban women from the United States and the United Kingdom.

Our study is the first to investigate, within a traditional rural population, the partitioning of natural, nonpathological, variation in progesterone levels. We have studied the...
Table 1. Characteristics of study subjects (n = 22) at the beginning of the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at menarche</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at first childbirth</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body height (cm)</td>
<td>161.5</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight (kg)</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (kg/m²)</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body fat (%)</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of menstrual cycle (days)</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Parous women, n = 19.

Mean length calculated from 3 to 6 cycles per woman.

extent of variation in salivary levels of progesterone at three levels: among women from the same population, among menstrual cycles recorded for women at different times of the year, and among days of the same cycle. We have also used bootstrap resampling methods to generate heuristically useful recommendations aimed at improving statistical quality of data generated in the area of reproductive endocrinology, human evolutionary ecology, and epidemiology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

Study participants were 22 women from a small agricultural village located in Beskid Wyspowy mountain range in Southern Poland (the Mogielica Human Ecology Study Site). The study was approved by the Committee on the Use of Human Subjects at Harvard University. Women were between 23 and 39 years of age, and met the following criteria for participation: regular menstrual cycles and no fertility problems, no gynecological and chronic disorders (i.e., diabetes and hypo/hyperthyroidism), no instances of taking any hormonal medication or using hormonal contraception during the 6 months before recruitment, and not having been pregnant or lactating during the 6 months before recruitment. Anthropometric characteristics of participants are presented in Table 1. Life in the village is characterized by intense seasonality in physical workload imposed by requirements of haying and harvest season. Levels of energy expenditure of the summer months were significantly higher than the energy expenditure of winter months (Jasienska and Ellison, 2004). Diet was sufficient through the year and women did not lose weight or body fat when physical work was the most intense (Jasienska and Ellison, 1998, 2004).

Data collection

Subjects collected daily saliva samples for a total of 6 months, from June to October 1992 and in January and February 1993. Each woman was provided with a set of polystyrene collection tubes pretreated with sodium azide as a preservative, a calendar for keeping records of sample collection and marking menstrual dates, and pretested chewing gum to be used as the stimulant of saliva flow. Subjects were requested to collect samples daily, in the evening, at least 30 min after last meal. Very few omissions occurred. Samples were stored at room temperature until the end of each collection period and then transported to the laboratory and frozen at −20°C until assayed. It should be noted that preservation of samples with sodium azide is a recommended method for the radioimmunoassay (RIA), but should not be used if samples are analyzed by the enzyme-immunoassay.

Samples belonging to each menstrual cycle were arranged in order starting from the first day of the menstrual bleeding. The day before the onset of the next menstruation was identified as day −1, with the previous days identified correspondingly. The last 18 daily samples of each cycle (days −18 to −1) were assayed for progesterone. The total of 115 menstrual cycles was assayed, with less than 10% daily samples missing due to missed or improper collection or loss during the laboratory procedure. Samples belonging to a particular cycle were analyzed in the same assay, with cycles from two different subjects run in each assay.

Progesterone was measured in each subject’s samples by the RIA according to published protocols (Ellison and Lager, 1986). Quality control was maintained through monitoring values of saliva pools at low (folllicular), medium (luteal), and high (pregnancy) levels. Assay sensitivity, that is, the smallest amount distinguishable from 0 with 95% confidence, averaged 22.5 pmol/l. Intraassay variability (CV) at the 50% binding point of the standard curve was 6.3%. Interassay variability estimated from pools containing various levels of progesterone averaged 20.2% for low (follicular/early luteal) pools, 10.7% for medium (mid-luteal) pools, and 13.9% for high (pregnancy) pools.

Statistical analysis of variance components

Data on progesterone concentrations from the last 14 days (−14 to −1) representing the luteal phase of the menstrual cycle were transformed to natural logarithms and analyzed in a two-level nested (hierarchical) analysis of variance (Table 2). In the model, individual women represented the upper level and cycles collected in different months represented the lower level (with cycles nested within women; see Table 3). A random model was used, implying that both individual women and, for the purpose of this article, also individual cycles-months were considered random samples taken from a larger population. Tests of significance followed the traditional (Expected Mean Squares) ANOVA approach, while variance components and their 95% confidence intervals were computed according to the REML (Restricted Maximum Likelihood) procedure, as implemented in the JMP package (Version 5.0, SAS Institute, 2002).

The variance components associated with variation among women (interindividual) and variation among cycles (intercycle) within women were expressed either as fractions of the total variance (which included the residual, variance component) or were expressed relative to each other to allow comparisons with other published studies (Gann et al., 2001; Sukalich et al., 1994). A similar analysis was performed for the mid-luteal phase data (days −11 to −6, which were chosen based on preliminary investigations of within-cycle patterns of variation; Jasienska, unpublished).

Analyses of samples sizes

All bootstrap procedures were written in the Resampling Stats environment (version 4.0 for the Macintosh).
and had a similar structure: progesterone data were used either as raw measurements (for the assessment of the optimal number of days per cycle) or as cycle means (for the assessment of the number of women and the number of cycles per woman). The criterion for the assessment of the amount of noise in the results was the coefficient of variation (CV), which quantified the interindividual variation. The rate with which increasing sample size affects the statistical precision of the estimates was evaluated.

Interindividual variation (among subjects) was evaluated for different sample sizes (from 2 to 150 subjects) using data from a separate database on 185 Polish women (49 rural and 136 urban) whose hormonal profiles were measured (one cycle per woman). Average concentrations of progesterone during the measured cycles ranged among these women from 20.1 to 368.6 pmol/l (mean 128.18 pmol/l, CV = 0.477). Details and laboratory procedures have been published elsewhere (Jasienska et al., 2004, 2006b). Each woman in the bootstrap analysis was represented by the mean progesterone level of her cycle.

To evaluate the reliability of an approach, encountered in other studies (Gann et al., 2001; Lenton et al., 1983) that estimated intra- versus interindividual variation based on only two cycles per woman, we performed exploratory nested analyses of variance and computed variance components for all possible pairs of cycle-months in our study (15 pair-combinations of six cycles). We also bootstrapped data on the 12 women for whom the data were complete for all six cycles to study how the number of cycles per woman influences the reliability of the estimates of interindividual variation. Each cycle in the bootstrap analysis was represented by its average progesterone level.

The impact of the number of measured days per cycle was investigated using data on 109 Polish women (a subset of 185 subjects; see above) whose luteal progesterone profiles for days −14 to −1 were without missing data points. Altogether 26 rural and 83 urban women were included in bootstrap analyses, generating samples of 1 through 14 days per cycle. Analyses of the urban women used three sets of 40 women randomly chosen from all 83 women; the results for three urban sets and the rural set were averaged.

The amplitude of hormone concentrations during a cycle may be expressed as a ratio of the nontransformed maximum to the minimum value. Although analysis of ratios may have disadvantages (Jasienski and Bazzaz, 1999), their use here is not for statistical inference but solely for the purpose of illustrating the extent of within-cycle variation. In addition, to reduce the impact of the extremely low values from the beginning and the end of the luteal phase, we only used data from the mid-luteal phase (6 days) for these women from 20.1 to 368.6 pmol/l (mean 128.18 pmol/l, CV = 0.477). Details and laboratory procedures have been published elsewhere (Jasienska et al., 2004, 2006b). Each woman in the bootstrap analysis was represented by the mean progesterone level of her cycle.

To evaluate the reliability of an approach, encountered in other studies (Gann et al., 2001; Lenton et al., 1983) that estimated intra- versus interindividual variation based on only two cycles per woman, we performed exploratory nested analyses of variance and computed variance components for all possible pairs of cycle-months in our study (15 pair-combinations of six cycles). We also bootstrapped data on the 12 women for whom the data were complete for all six cycles to study how the number of cycles per woman influences the reliability of the estimates of interindividual variation. Each cycle in the bootstrap analysis was represented by its average progesterone level.

The impact of the number of measured days per cycle was investigated using data on 109 Polish women (a subset of 185 subjects; see above) whose luteal progesterone profiles for days −14 to −1 were without missing data points. Altogether 26 rural and 83 urban women were included in bootstrap analyses, generating samples of 1 through 14 days per cycle. Analyses of the urban women used three sets of 40 women randomly chosen from all 83 women; the results for three urban sets and the rural set were averaged.

The amplitude of hormone concentrations during a cycle may be expressed as a ratio of the nontransformed maximum to the minimum value. Although analysis of ratios may have disadvantages (Jasienski and Bazzaz, 1999), their use here is not for statistical inference but solely for the purpose of illustrating the extent of within-cycle variation. In addition, to reduce the impact of the extremely low values from the beginning and the end of the luteal phase.
(the use of which could result in artifactually high values of amplitude), we also computed amplitudes only for days -11 to -6 of the luteal phase (one cycle had a minimum concentration of zero on one of the days and was excluded).

RESULTS

Partitioning the interindividual and intercycle sources of variation

Two sources of natural variation in progesterone concentrations, i.e., differences among women (interindividual) and differences among cycles of individual women (intercycle), had each highly statistically significant and very similar contributions to the overall observed variation in the data. Expressed relative to each other, i.e., without taking into account the residual (intracycle) variation, the interindividual level accounted for 46%, and the intercycle (within-women) level accounted for 54% of variation, with overlapping 95% confidence limits for variance components (Figs. 1 and 6D; Table 2). When the analysis is performed only on the data from the mid-luteal phase (days -11 to -6), the interindividual and intercycle components of variance become, 55 and 45%, respectively (Fig. 6D; Table 2).

Number of subjects for the assessment of the interindividual variation

If there is only one cycle profile reliably evaluated for each woman, the average CV among 20 subjects’ progesterone means is about 99% of that calculated among \( n = 150 \) subjects, while a sample of six women reaches 95% (Fig. 2). However, if cycle means are based on incomplete hormonal profiles (see below), this fact affects the necessary sample size for the number of subjects. Further, with each subject measured, the interindividual variability (as a measure of both biological variation and sampling variation) increases at a declining rate. Beyond the sample size of 20–25 subjects, each additional two women measured contributed a similar fraction to the precision of the analysis. In other words, the gains from increasing sample size are substantial for samples of up to 20 women.
Number of cycles per woman for the assessment of the intercycle variation

Fifteen analyses of variance based on only two cycle-months per woman yielded estimates of interindividual variation (traditionally quantified by the intraclass correlation coefficient, ICC) ranging from 0.04 to 0.87 (mean 0.335). The estimates of ICC varied therefore widely (20-fold) and depended strongly on the choice of particular pairs of cycle-months, showing clearly that a sample of two cycles per woman is not sufficient to capture natural variation among cycles (due in part to a seasonal lifestyle in the studied population).

A bootstrap approach showed that an optimum number of months to be sampled per woman in a seasonal rural population appear to be not fewer than four (Fig. 3). An expected positive covariance across cycles of a single woman (who may tend to produce generally high or generally low levels of hormones) reduces the estimates of intercycle variation and, therefore, means that fewer cycles per woman should be sampled, than without the intercycle covariance. However, a pronounced seasonality of workload or dietary intake will probably reduce such intraindividual, intercycle covariance.

In terms of the actual difference in the magnitude of interindividual variation, sampling of just two rather than six cycles per woman entails about 10% rise in variation, resulting in a 10% reduction of effect size and a consequent rise in the probability of Type II error (Cohen, 1988). Sampling three versus six cycles leads to a 5% lower effect size. Importantly, we may assume that the sample size requirements for nonseasonal populations are easier to fulfill and even a single cycle per woman would be sufficient to provide adequate statistical power. However, this liberal conclusion is contingent upon the use of full hormonal profiles, rather than single-day snapshots or similarly insufficient samples.

Number of days per cycle for the assessment of the intracycle variation

The intracycle (among-days of a single cycle) variability in progesterone levels constituted the largest source of variation in our data: the residual component accounted for 64.5% of total variance, while the two levels in the nested design (“interindividual” and “intercycle within women”) together accounted for only 35.5% of total variance (Table 2). Among the 114 computed measures of within-cycle amplitude (pooling all measured cycles from 22 women), values ranged from 2.2 to 22.7 times (n = 114, mean 6.37, median 4.90), which means that during some cycles progesterone concentrations varied almost 23-fold (Fig. 4, filled bars). Using conservatively only days –1 to –3 of the luteal phase (thus excluding potentially very low hormone levels), the within-cycle amplitudes ranged from 1.7 to 13.8 (mean 4.18, median 3.58) (Fig. 4, open bars). In the group of 185 urban and rural women, the within-cycle amplitudes of progesterone concentrations (for days –14 to –1) ranged from 2.2 to 49.3 times (mean 8.29, median 6.20). These results underscore the importance of sufficient sampling of progesterone concentrations during individual cycles, especially during the luteal phase of the cycle.

Resampling analyses performed on data from the rural and urban populations suggest that the requirements for a reliable assessment of progesterone production are quite stringent: at least 7 or 8 days per 14-day luteal phase of the cycle should be measured (Fig. 5). The sampling of fewer than 5 days per cycle increases the level of variation...
in the data by more than 10%, thus reducing the effect size by this fraction and substantially lowering statistical power.

**DISCUSSION**

**Determinants of hormonal variation**

Levels of sex steroid hormones in premenopausal women are influenced by many factors: genes, early developmental conditions and adult lifestyle. Influence of adult lifestyle has been most intensely studied and is best understood. In particular, changes in energetic condition of an individual caused by low calorie diet, weight loss, or increased energy expenditure were related to reproductive suppression (reduced levels of hormones, inadequate luteal phase, anovulatory cycles, oligomenorrhea, and amenorrhea) in premenopausal women (Bullen et al., 1985; Chen and Brzyski, 1999; De Souza, 2003; De Souza et al., 1998; Ellison and Lenger, 1986; Jasienska and Ellison, 1998, 2004; Jasienska et al., 2006c; Lager and Ellison, 1990; Morris et al., 1999; Panter-Brick and Ellison, 1994; Rosetta et al., 1998; Warren and Perlroth, 2001; Williams et al., 1999).

In women from the United States, a loss of as little as 2 kg of body weight correlated with reduced salivary progesterone levels, even though after the weight loss, women were still in comparably good nutritional conditions (Lager and Ellison, 1990). Participation in recreational sport also resulted in suppressed levels of ovarian steroids. For example, college-age women had reduced levels of salivary progesterone when jogging on average for 3 h a week (Ellison and Lager, 1986). Furthermore, in Polish urban and rural women, reduced levels of estradiol in menstrual cycles were related to high levels of daily, habitual activity (Jasienska et al., 2006c).

Variation among women in hormonal levels may also result from differences in developmental conditions (Ellison, 1996). We recently documented that size at birth, which is an indicator of energetic conditions during intrauterine development positively correlates with levels of estradiol in menstrual cycles (Jasienska et al., 2006b). Menarcheal age, which to some extent reflects conditions during childhood growth and development, shows a relationship with levels of steroid hormones in menstrual cycles (Apter, 1996; Vihko and Apter, 1984). In addition, polymorphism in genes involved in steroid metabolism has been linked to variation in levels of ovarian hormones (Feigelson et al., 1998; Jasienska et al., 2006a; Sharp et al., 2004; Small et al., 2005). Clinical relevance of intra- 

woman (among-cycles) variation in mean steroid hormone levels has been documented in a study showing that conception cycles were characterized by higher levels of estradiol than nonconception cycles of the same woman (Lipson and Ellison, 1996).

**Seasonality and intercycle variation**

Energetic factors, especially for women whose lifestyle is characterized by seasonal changes, are most likely to account for significant proportion of variation in ovarian function (Ellison, 1994; Jasienska and Thune, 2001). In rural Congo (Ellison et al., 1986) and Nepal (Panter-Brick and Ellison, 1994), women had suppressed levels of ovarian steroid hormones during seasons when they lost weight due to low caloric intake or high energy expenditure. In rural Poland, increase in energy expenditure imposed by requirements of harvest season resulted in suppressed levels of progesterone, even though increase in workload was not associated with weight loss or reduction in body fat (Jasienska and Ellison, 1998, 2004). However, even during periods when women from Nepal, Congo, Bolivia, and rural Poland have good nutritional status, they still have lower levels of ovarian steroids than women from the United States (Ellison et al., 1993).

Variation in hormonal production may therefore be expected among women from one population, among different menstrual cycles of the same woman, and finally, among populations. In women from the United States (Fig. 6B,C), intercycle variance in salivary progesterone levels accounted for about only 30% of total variance in luteal phase progesterone (Sukalich et al., 1994) and 27% of variance of peak progesterone and cumulative progesterone from 8 days of the luteal phase (Gann et al., 2001). Intercycle variation accounted for about 20% of total variation in serum progesterone levels (Fig. 6A) assessed for seven consecutive cycle-days in British women (Lenton et al., 1983). In contrast, our estimate of intercycle variance is substantially higher and accounts for 54% of variation (Fig. 6D).

Such high intercycle variation may be explained by previously published findings showing that lifestyle of Polish women, who were subjects of this study, was characterized by substantial seasonal variation in intensity of physical work, a factor known to impact reproductive physiology (Jasienska and Ellison, 1998, 2004). It is therefore likely that women experience seasonal changes in levels of reproductive hormones paralleling changes in lifestyle conditions (Ellison et al., 1989; Jasienska and Ellison,
cycle), just because her cycle was sampled at the time of disturbances (e.g., insufficient luteal phase or anovulatory events of hormones may be misclassified as having ovarian complications). Therefore, a woman who usually produces high levels of her body weight remained stable (Lager and Ellison, 1990). Therefore, a woman who usually produces high levels of hormones may be misclassified as having ovarian disturbances (e.g., insufficient luteal phase or anovulatory cycle), just because her cycle was sampled at the time when weight loss occurred.

Methodological issues: how many measurements?

It is worth emphasizing that knowledge of lifestyle conditions of a population is crucial before a decision could be made if one or more cycles measured per woman provides a reliable estimate of her hormonal status. Our exploratory analyses of variance based on data from a population characterized by pronounced seasonality yielded an extremely broad (20-fold) spectrum of ICC values (variance among individual women), which renders questionable results of studies relying on few cycles per woman. It can, however, be expected that in urban populations, such as those studied by Lenton et al. (1983), Sukalich et al. (1994), and Gann et al. (2001), characterized by less pronounced seasonal changes in lifestyle conditions, the intercycle variation would be lower than that described in our study. In sedentary, stable-weight women, their hormonal levels should not change substantially from cycle to cycle, thus lowering the required number of measured cycles.

The consequences of using insufficient sample sizes are clear (see e.g., Jasienski, 1996): elevated level of noise (measured by variance or CV) directly translates into a reduction in effect size, which is an important determinant of statistical power (Cohen, 1988). To keep the desired level of power requires either an increase in sample size, a change in the structure of the data (such as sampling more cycles per woman), or a change in the nature of the statistical test (e.g., in multiple regression analysis, when it may result in the necessity of removing some of the independent variables from the model).

Insufficient sampling at the intracycle level may in principle be compensated by an increase in the number of subjects or the number of cycles per woman, a frequent research strategy in epidemiology. A sample of just one day per cycle reduces the effect size by as much as 50–60% (compared to a full 14-measurement luteal phase); maintaining the same power of the t test comparing two groups of women can only be compensated by a fourfold increase in the number of subjects (Cohen, 1988). In some instances, this trade-off may be justified by substantially lower research costs or logistical convenience.

However, lack of knowledge about the intracycle dynamics of progesterone production may render more refined analyses impossible. Similarly, replacing it with simplistic and potentially misleading ratios of two extreme values of hormone concentrations may make the ratio-based models statistically untestable (Jasienski and Bazzaz, 1999). Modeling the hormonal profiles during the menstrual cycles as function-valued traits (e.g., Kirkpatrick and Meyer, 2004) or a search for powerful smoothing models (Brumback and Rice, 1998) may yield novel parameters of explanatory potential, but both cases require full information about daily hormone levels. Of more immediate concern, however, is the need to study the entire luteal phase to properly evaluate the timing of the mid-luteal phase. For example, there are reasons to think that the mid-luteal events may carry more biologically meaningful information than data averaged across the entire menstrual cycle (Jasienska, unpublished). The “interindividual” component is particularly pronounced for days –11 through –6, which correspond to the mid-luteal phase. Including the entire luteal phase (days –14 to –1) in analyses introduces a component of random variation among cycles, thus potentially elevating the intercycle component (and reducing the interindividual component). This finding may have important implications for reproductive ecology and epidemiology since mid-luteal hormonal levels are likely to exhibit more meaningful or robust correlations with life-historical variables.

The knowledge of the levels of indigenous ovarian steroids of a woman is of unquestionable importance in clinical practice and public health. Individual assessment of hormone levels during menstrual cycle could be important in using these values as biomarkers of risk of hormone-dependent cancers. Lifetime levels of estrogens and progesterone are hypothesized to play a crucial role in the development of breast and reproductive cancers in women (Bernstein and Ross, 1993; Jasienska et al., 2000; Pike et al., 1993). If they are to serve as reliable biomarkers, however, it is essential to take into account the existence of genuine, nonpathological, variation in hormone levels, both among individual women and among cycles of a healthy individual woman.
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